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1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper describes the linear subspace of the differential-algebraic equation 
Ay' + By = 0, (1) 
defined by the condition 
cTy(xo)  = o, (2) 
where A, B 6 c l ( z ,  L(Rn)),  C e L (R  "~, Rn), :I C a is a closed interval, x0 E I and equation (1) 
is index 1-tractable with d imImA = r < n. (For definition, see [1,2].) 
It is generally accepted that a wide class of theoretical results concerning index-1 problems may 
be obtained by considering some appropriate problems for properly chosen (regular) ordinary 
differential equations. As a contribution to this approach, differently from [1], here we construct 
the adjoint [1,3] or dual [4] of (1) by reduction. 
Above the theoretical interest, our study is of special importance for elaborating numerical 
methods of solution to boundary value problems. Having the connection to regular problems in 
mind, one can much easier understand the behaviour of methods originally tailored for solving 
regular boundary value problems. Also, it becomes transparent what special features hould be 
taken into account when constructing numerical methods. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notations. Using them we 
give a version of the Reduction Theorem and arrive at a (regular) ordinary differential equation 
that plays a basic role later. Namely, from its adjoint equation, the equation 
(ATv) ' - BTq = 0 (3) 
is derived in Section 3, and a relation to (1) is indicated. Finally, in Section 4 we pose an initial 
value for equation (3) that corresponds to condition (2). 
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2 .  PREL IMINARIES  
Let A + be the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse of A, I the identity, P = A+A, P. = AA +, 
Q = I -  P, Q. = I -  P. and G, = A T - BTQ. ,  H = A + (B -  AP')Q. The projectors P, Q, P.,  Q. 
are orthogonal. It was shown in [1] that G. ,G ,  1 E Ci (Z,L(Rn))  and H,H - i  E C(Z,L(Rn)),  A 
couple of algebraic identities connecting the operators were given in [1]. Some of them will be 
used here without special reference. 
Let $ C Ci(2-, R n) denote the (linear) solution set of equation (1). It was also shown in [1] 
= G. P .G.  and Qs that the projector pair Ps,Qs, given by Ps -T  T -T  T = G. Q .G. ,  defines the 
decomposition R '~ = S(x)@Ker A(x) for any x E 2- where S(x) = {v E R n : v = y(x), y E $}; i.e., 
ImPs  = $ and ImQs = KerA. Moreover, Ps,Qs E CI(2-,L(R~)). The projector pair P.s,Q.s E 
C(Z, L(Rn))  given by P.s = H -TPHT and Q.s = H-TQH T induces the decomposition R n = 
S. (x) @Ker A T (x); Q.s (x) projects R n onto Ker A T (x) along 8. (x). The subspace 8. C C(Z, R ~) 
turned to be exactly the solution space for (3). 
There are many ways to construct (regular) ordinary differential equations uch that $ be a 
subspace in their solution space. One of them is provided by [2, Corollary 7, Appendix A]. In 
our considerations equation 
T,  [ G.y  + P .B+(Q.G.  y=0 (4) 
will be associated to (1). Tim Reduction Theorem suitable for our purposes can be formulated 
now as follows. 
THEOREM 1. REDUCTION THEOREM. y E S if and only if y is a solution of the (regular) 
differential equation (4) and y satisfies the condition 
Qsy = 0. (5) 
PROOF. The proof is exactly the same as that of the original version [4] if, instead of A + Q.B,  
one uses G. T. 
Let 2td be the solution space of equation (ode), for any x, AJ(x) = {v E R ~ : v = y(x), 
y E A/l}. The following statement is a basic one in the theory of linear differential equations 
tailored to equation (4). 
THEOREM 2. ON ADJOINT EQUATION. A linear set A24 C Cl(2-, R n) is a k-dimensional linear 
subspace in Jtd if and only if there exists a ¢ E CI(Z, L(R  '~-k, Rn)) with the properties 
(P1) d imIm¢ = n -  k, 
(P2) Vx E Z {v E R~:  ¢T(x)v = 0} = A?4(x), where 2di(x) = {v E Rn:  v = y(x), y E 2Q}, 
(P3) ¢ '  - [BTp.  + (G.Q.) ' IG,  I¢ = O. 
REMARK 1. Obviously, S is an r-dimensional linear subspace in Ad. Here we show that a 
corresponding ¢ E C i (Z, L (R  n-r ,  Rn)) (in the sense of Theorem 2) may be constructed irectly 
for S. 
Let q. E CI (Z ,L (Rn- r ,Rn) )  be a basis in ImQ. .  As indicated in [5], the existence of a 
differentiable q, is ensured even by index 1-tractability without our additional differentiability 
assumption on A. Thus, above the identity q. = Q.q., one has (q.Tq.)-i E CI(z, L(Rn-~)).  Let 
us fix an arbitrary x0 E 2- and denote q.o = q.(xo). Consider the differential equation 
T -1  T / 
~'+(q .q . )  q.q.~ = 0, (6) 
with initial value ~(x0) = E, where E E L (R  ~-~) is invertible. This initial value problem has 
a unique solution ~ and d imIm~ = n - r. Thus, for ¢ defined by ¢ = G.q.~, d imIm¢ = 
d imImq.  = n - r = d imImQ,  holds. Moreover, invertibility of ~ also yields KerCT = 
T T T T Ker~ q .G .  = KerQ.G. .  Equation (6) involves q.T(q.~), = 0; therefore, Q.(q.~)' = O. Now, 
~b' = (G.q.~)' = (G.Q.q.~)' = (G.Q.) 'q.~ + G.Q.(q.~)' = (a.Q.) 'q .~ = (G.Q.)'G-21G.q.~ =
(G.Q,)'G:~¢. Notice that BTP,(G:~¢) = BT(p .q . ) (  = 0. Thus, ~b satisfies (P3), as well. 
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3. DERIVATION OF THE ADJOINT 
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATION 
LEMMA 1. I f  %b E C I (Z ,L (Rn-k ,Rn) )  is a solution of equation (P3), then it satisfies the rela- 
tionship 
Q. (G . '¢ ) '  - Q.P,s  (G.11/))  : O. (7) 
PROOF. With the help of the identity I = G,Gj  1 let us rewrite (P3) in the form of 
a .  (G : 'w) '  + (,4 T'  - = o, (8) 
or (C.1%b) ' - G . I (BTp .  - AT')(G.I%b) -- 0. 
Then, we apply Q.  to the latter equation and notice that  Q.G71 
BT Q.,  H -T  QBT Q. = Q., A'Q = AP'Q.  One gets 
= -H-TQ,  BTp .  = B T _ 
Q. (G.'%b)' + H-TQ (B T - A T' ) G . '¢  - H-TQBTQ.  (G . '¢ )  = 0, (9) 
or, more simply, Q.(G. I¢ )  ' + (Q.s - Q . ) (G . I¢ )  = 0. The identity Q.s - Q. = Q.(Q.~ - I) = 
-Q .P .~ immediately involves the statement.  
LEMMA 2. I f  Kb E C 1(1, L(R  n-k,  R" ) )  is a solution of (P3), then T = P.~(G.I~b) E C(Z, L (R  n-k,  
R~))  is a solution of (3). 
PROOF. Let us apply G,  to (7) and subtract it from (8). The result is 
[ AT (G.I~Y)] ' - BT (P. q- Q.P.s)  ~.1% b =- O. (10) 
Noticing that  P. + Q.P.s  = P. - (P, - I )P.s = P . ( I  - P.s) + P . ,  = P .Q .s  + P . ,  = P . ,  and 
A T = ATp.s ,  we complete the proof. 
Let A~ _C S be a ~-dimensional linear subspace in ~ l  (~ < r). Then, 2(4 C_ Ker Q~, or, in other 
words, 2~ C KerQ.G.  T Consequently, one has the inclusion A~4 C Ker~IO I ~ I  whatever 
¢ ~ C 1 (2", L (R  n-~, Rn))  is taken. Let ~p E C 1 (2-, L(Ft ~-~, R~))  correspond to A}l as provided by 
Theorem 2 and $ = G, I¢ .  Further, let T be that  of Lemma 2 and 1 be defined as l = r - n. 
LEMMA 3. dim Im 7 =/ .  
PROOF. Due to definition, P.s = H-1p~G. ;  therefore, d imImP.~Gj l~p = d imImpT~p.  We 
have Ker~p I = A4 C_ $ = KerQ,  = KAr,~T~ ¢**~'."T' Thus, ImGj l¢  D_ ImQ,~.  As a conse- 
quence, we have the chain of equalities n - t~ = dim Im ~p = dim Im G j  1¢ = dim hn P,~G,  l~p + 
d imImQ,~Gj l~p = d imImr  +d imImQ.s  = d imIm,  + n -  r. 
By this lemma, there exists a h' E C(Z ,L (Rt ,R~) )  such that  I ra?  = Imp-. Together with 
the l inearity of equation (3), this condition involves that  7 satisfies (3). Notice that  no higher 
smoothness of 7 may be claimed because P.s is continuous, only. 
It  follows from the above considerations that  A)I c $ involves A)l C_ K-r~ -.~ = '~±-.~.'~T or, sim- 
ply, 2~4 C Ker? iA  where "7 is as defined above. For verification, let v c A)l. The identi- 
ties I = P,T s +Q,T  s = pT(p ,  + Q,) + Q,T s = p~p,  + (pTQ,  + Q,T) = pT  p, + Q, hold. 
T T T -T  T T Therefore, 0 . . . .  CTv cT(G~TIGT)v  CTG[T(p.TsP. + Q.s)G.  v (¢ G. P .s ) (P .G.  )v + 
cTG~-T(Q. GT)v = TTAv-}-cTGjT(Q.GT.)V. In the latter expression, Q.G.Tv = 0 due to v E $ 
while Ker T T = Ker ?T by construction. We get ?T (Av) = O. 
On the other hand, let h' E C(2" ,L(RI ,R~))  be a solution of (3). Clearly, d imIm3,(x)  = const, 
and let us assume that  1 = d imIm3,  as well and, as before, ~ = r - 1. 
LEMMA 4. The pair of equations ?T Ay = O, Qsy = 0 defines a t~-dimensional subspace JQ c A4 
which is a subspace in S. 
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PROOF. One has to compute the dimension of the subspace JQ, only. Rewrite the system in the 
form of 
T T T T "), P .G .y=O,  q. G .y=O.  (11) 
P. = G,1A T, P.~/ = G,1HT3 ,, since QHT~/ = 0. So, d imImP.g ,  = d imImg,  = l while 
d imImq.  = n - r. We have P.q. = 0; thus, IMP.3, and Imq.  are disjoint subspaces. We get 
d imJQ = n - (dim Im P.3, + d imImq. )  = n - (l + n - r) = n. 
The following theorem summarizes the result of this section. 
THEOREM 3. ON ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUATION. A/ /near  set A~4 C C1(2 -, R n) 
is a x-dimensional linear subspace in S if and only if there exists a ~, E C(2-, L (R  l, Rn))  with the 
properties 
(P I ' )  d imIm~/= l, 
(P2') Vx E g- {v E R~:  ~/T(x)A(x)v = O, Qs(x)v = 0} = A~l(x), where A4(x) = {v E R n : v = 
y(x), y e M}, 
(P3') (AT3,) ' -- BT~/ = 0 holds. 
4. TRANSFER OF THE BOUNDARY CONDIT ION 
Let us consider now equation (1) with condition (2) and let the linear subspace A)l C S be its 
solution set. To apply Theorem 3, we have to find the dimension of JQ, and then a condition for 
the corresponding % such that  together with (P3'), "), become well defined. If (P2) is specified 
for x -- x0, then systems defining the same A:4(xo), i.e., 
CTv=O,  Qs(xo)v=O, vER n, (12) 
and the system 
cs(x0)v = 0, v e R n, (i3) 
must be equivalent and, due to (P1), CT(x0)¢(xo) must be invertible. 
To obtain the dimension of the subspace defined by (12), we notice that  the system is equivalent 
to system cTps(zO)v = O, Qs(xo)v = 0. Obviously, ImP T n ImQ[  = V; thus, dimYQ(x0) = n -  
(d imImP[ (xo)C  +d imIm T Qs (xo)). The latter term in parentheses i n -  r; thus, dim A)t(x0) = 
r - d imImP~(xo)C .  The next remark is that  /°sT = PPs T, and therefore, with the notat ion 
C' = pTc ,  we have 
2~I(x0) = {v E an :  C'Tv = O, Q~(xo)v = 0}, (14) 
where C' = PC'. Notice that  multiplying C' by a proper nonsingular T E L (Rm) ,  we can always 
achieve that  C 'T be the decomposit ion of C" E L (Rm",R  n) such that  m" < m, c"Tc"  be 
nonsingular and 0 E L (R  m-~E', R n) (if m" < m). Therefore, together with the above considera- 
tions, we may assume without loss of generality that  C E Im P(xo) in (2) and cTc  is invertible. 
Then, due to identity P -- PPs, we have C = P(xo)C = PT(zo)P(xo)C = PsT(xo)C and, as 
a consequence, d imImpT(xo)C  = m, m < r. Finally, dimA4(x0) =- r - m. Moreover, since 
('~-- T pT  HT  _R- loT  ('~T Ps ---- --. - .s--  and Qs = - -  -~ .s - .  , an equivalent formulation of A4(x0) corresponding to 
system (12) is 
cTG.T  T T T T (xo)P.s(xo)G. (xo)v O, (15) = Q.~(xo)G. v = O. 
Now, if the relations ImP~(xo)¢0  ImC and Im T = Q~(x0)¢o = ImG.(xo)Q.(xo)  hold for a 
~o E L (R  n-'+m, Rn) ,  then ¢(x0) = ~b0 satisfies (P2) at x = x0. Due to the uniqueness of solution 
of the initial value problems for linear ordinary differential equations, the solution of (P3) with this 
initial value yields a ¢ E Ci(2:, L(R n-r+m, Rn)) specified in Theorem 2 for 2Q. Due to linearity, 
Im T Q8 ¢ = hn G.q.~ where ~ E C i ( I ,  L (Rn- r ) )  is a solution of equation (6) with an arbitrary, 
invertible initial value E ~ indicated in Remark 1. Moreover, if one solves equation (P3) with 
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initial values ¢10 = C, ¢20 = G.(xo)q.(xo)E and obtains solutions ¢1 • CI(Z, L(R  m, R~)) and 
¢2 • C 1 (27, L (R  ~-r ,  Rn)), respectively, then, Im ¢1 @Im ¢2 =Im ¢. We are, however, interested 
in ¢1 only, since ImT = ImP,  sG,  i¢ i .  Solution ¢2 is needless, due to Ker¢2 = Kerq.n-G.T. 
Finally, we recall that d imIm¢l  = d imIm¢io  = rn and so, the simplest choice for V(xo) is 
V(xo) = P.~(zo)G, I¢io = H-T  (zo)C. (16) 
Concluding the above considerations, we can formulate the answer to the problem posed in the 
Introduction. 
THEOREM 4. Let C = PC and d imImC = m, y E C(Z ,L (Rm,Rn) )  be the solution of the 
initial value problem (3),(16). Then, y • CI(Z, R n) is a solution of problem (1),(2) if and only if 
vT Ay = 0 and Q~y = 0 hold. 
REMARK 2. Since equation (3) is a differential-algebraic equation of index 1 [1] having solution 
space $. and 7(x0) • $.(x0), i.e., the initial value is consistent, the existence and uniqueness 
of a full dimension solution 7 is just one of the basic results of the linear theory for differential- 
algebraic equations [4]. 
REMARK 3. In [3], we gave another epresentation of 7(x0). One can easily verify that P.s(Xo) 
AT+(xo)C is exactly the same as H -T  (xo)C provided C = P(xo)C as assumed above and in [3], 
as well. 
REMARK 4. Equation (3) transfers the condition (2) along interval Z. The analogous process 
for regular ordinary differential equations is called sometimes Lagrangian transfer with reference 
to the adjoint equation as to one investigated by Lagrange. Due to the results stated in the 
paper, we call equation (3) adjoint to the differential-algebraic equation (1), and the process of 
transferring condition (2) by means of (3) will be called Lagrangian transfer for a differential- 
algebraic equation (of index 1). 
We complete the paper with a remark of practical interest. 
REMARK 5. The results demonstrate that, at least on the theoretical level, a boundary value 
problem for a differential-algebraic equation may be reduced to that of a regular ordinary differ- 
ential equation. As concerns the numerics, i.e., the practical solution of the problem, it becomes 
transparent that one should avoid the explicit use of reduction. An equation for transfer in (P3) 
requires the orthogonal projectors P . ,Q .  and an inversion of G. (along the whole interval 27) 
while, when turning to (3), one works with given data A, B only. Additional effort should be 
taken only at x = x0 for computing V(x0) and at point ~? where the solution value y(37) is of 
interest. For this purpose, the value of Q. at point 2 should be found to form Q.(Jc)GT.(~). 
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